The active role of solvents in physicochemical processes in solution has long been recognized. Different solvatochromic empirical scales are aimed at describing and quantifying the nonspecific interactions at a molecular level. This work presents a new insight into the comparison of the famous E T (30) (Dimroth-Reichardt) and π* (Kamlet, Abboud, Taft) solvatochromic scales. These parameters were tested against the data derived from theoretical solvent-induced shifts in the UV-vis spectra of the corresponding reference solutes (Matyushov et al.). In each case we centered the attention on the analysis of the degree of agreement between paired values quantified through both scales by applying the methodology described by J. M. Bland and D. G. Altman. In addition, the linear correlations are assessed. The study reflects that (a) the scales involved in this comparison are clearly dependent on the type of probe used to quantify the solvent property, and (b) the experimental parameters, in general, do not agree with the theoretical ones. These results were related with the contributions of induction, dispersion and dipole-dipole forces to the overall solvent effect. It is expected that the results will contribute to the evaluation of the microscopic chemical scales ability to describe the solute-solvent interactions.
Introduction
The active role of solvents in physicochemical processes in solution has long been recognized. Chemists usually attempt to understand the solvent effects on chemical processes in terms of the solvent `polarity´ which is defined as the overall solvation power. A multitude of empirical single-and multi-parameter solvent scales designed on the basis of solvent-dependent phenomena (spectroscopic, kinetic, equilibrium) are aimed at describing and quantifying the solvation interactions at molecular level.
1 Of these scales the easiest to determine are those based on the solvatochromic method. Between them, the scales based on the single parameter approaches include, inter alia, Dimroth-Richardt´s E T (30), 2a Brooker´s X R , . In addition to the single parameters, some multiparametric correlation equations (either by the combination of two or more existing scales or by postulating specific parameters to account for distinct types of effects ) have been proposed to unravel the properties of the medium. Among them, extensively used approaches were described by Koppel and Palm (Y, P, B, E parameters) 3a Krygowski and Fawcet (E T (30) On the other hand, quantitative structure-property relationships (QSPR) models have been employed for the treatment of the solvent scales. 6a The solvent descriptors are derived from the molecular structure, and the CODESSA program 6b has been applied. Furthermore, a classification and grouping of solvents and solvent scales has been proposed employing a principal component analysis (PCA).
7
An exhaustive review concerning the quantification of solvent polarity has been recently reported 8(a) , which includes a detailed list of solvent scales, interrelations between parameters and statistical approaches. Moreover, both a classification of solvents and a clustering of solvent scales have been performed on the basis of QSPR approach and PCA treatment. 8b In particular, a previous contribution 9 reported a comparative analysis in order to determine whether the more relevant solvent polarity/polarizability scales [E T N (30) (Dimroth-Reichardt) , π* (Kamlet, Abboud and Taft, KAT), Py (Dong and Winnik), S´ (Drago) and SPP (Catalán et al.) ] are pure descriptors of nonspecific solvent effects or if they are contaminated with specific effects. These scales were tested against the data derived from the theoretical thermodynamic analysis of solvent-induced shifts in the UV-Vis spectra of chromophores presented by Matyushov et al. 10 This approach (which may be called the physical approach in contrast to the chemical one) analyzes the spectral shifts of 4-nitroanisole and 2,6-diphenyl-4-(2,4,6-triphenyl-1-pyridinio)phenolate (betaine-30) dye (which are utilized in the π* and E T (30) scales respectively) on the basis of ideas derived from liquid state theories. The comparative analysis 9 was carried out by analyzing the linear correlation between two scales (in each case the theoretical energy of the first π,π* electron transition of 4-nitroanisole was taken as reference) evaluating the correlation coefficient (r) and the standard deviation (SD). The reported results indicate that a) the E T N (30), Py and S´ parameters should be contaminated with specific hydrogen bond donor (HBD) interactions, b) the π* and S´ scales reflect contamination with charge-transfer (CT) effects, and c) the SPP scale would be an appropriate solvent polarity parameter.
As it is well known, the application of linear regression analysis in order to compare paired measurements obtained from different methods reveals the strength of the relation between them but says nothing about the magnitude of the differences between the compared measurements. In this sense, when different measure methods exist for a single phenomenon, it is interesting to study to what extent the results obtained with these methods are equivalent. Recently, we have reported two comparison analyses referred to multiparametric empirical solvent scales for some binary solvent mixtures.
11 In this direction, we have applied the methodology described by J. M.
Bland and D. G. Altman 12 in order to assess the agreement between two measurement techniques. At this point our objective is to present a new insight into the comparison of the previously cited microscopic solvent-property scales. We particularly focus on the comparison of the famous E T (30) and π* scales.
The aim of this work is to determine the degree of agreement between molecularmicroscopic polarity paired values quantified through both cited solvent scales. The results are connected with the theoretical data of solvent-induced shifts in the UV-vis spectra of the corresponding reference solutes, 10 related to the contributions of induction, dispersion and dipole-dipole solvent forces to the overall solvent effect. Additionally, the linear correlations are assessed. It is expected that the results will contribute to the evaluation of the microscopic chemical scales ability to describe the nonspecific solute-solvent interactions. In order to assess between-scales differences, first we evaluated the degree of agreement between Reichardt and KAT´s parameters by comparing both the experimental and the theoretical values. On the other hand, each one of the solvent scales derived from chemical approaches was evaluated against the data derived from the physical approach. Moreover, complementary information was obtained removing those solvents that exhibit the biggest differences between paired measurements. All these comparisons were performed by applying the Bland-Altman (B-A) method, which focuses on the magnitude of the differences between paired measurements exclusively. The general feature of the B-A method has been well described.
Results and Discussion
12 The B-A results are presented in Table 2 : the bias is the average of the differences between the values quantified through both scales (average discrepancy between methods), and the agreement limits (AL) are computed from equation AL=bias±1.96×SD (in which SD is the standard deviation of the bias). (35), (22), (17), (11), (31) The available data in Table 1.   e The available data in Table 1 excluding (15) and (16) .
The bias value must be interpreted considering whether the discrepancy is large enough to be important from the point of view of the compared dipolarity/polarizability parameters. In this sense the criterion we have adopted to consider that acceptable agreement exists between the compared scales is that bias≤±0.10. In all cases, the linear correlation data are additionally presented. The B-A plots are shown in Figure 1 .
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© ARKAT USA, Inc. In order to perform the scales-comparison analysis, we have investigated the degree of agreement between the commonly used published parameters as well as between the theoretical parameters.
Agreement between π* and E T N
The results (Table 2 and Figure 1 ) including all the explored solvents (N=55) show that (a) the bias (0.258) is high (>|0.10|) and are also very high, the degree of agreement between both parameters being, therefore, not acceptable; and (b) the (π*-E T N ) differences between paired parameters are, in most cases, higher than zero revealing that π* values tend to be higher than E T N values. Very high positive differences (>0.55) between parameters are shown by aromatic
[nitrobenzene (15) , iodobenzene (14) , bromobenzene (13) , pyridine (17) , benzonitrile (16) (45) and isopropanol (52). The differences are close to zero for non-polar solvents. On the other hand, the correlation coefficient (r=0.537) shows that the π* and E T N parameters are not linearly related.
Note that the π* values tend to be higher than those of E T N except for some polar nonprotic solvents and most of the protic ones, leading to the high positive value of the bias. As it is well known, the solvent polarizability is better recognized by KAT than by the D-R parameter whereas, at the same time, the hydrogen-bond acceptor (HBA) character of the betaine-30 generates increased values of the corresponding parameter. 1, 9, 14, 15 In agreement with what was reported in other studies, 1, 14, 5(a) results show that the major positive differences between the published parameters are revealed by aromatic, polychlorinated and some polar nonprotic solvents, whereas the most important negative differences are revealed by protic solvents. At this point it is of interest to corroborate which are the experimental behavior patterns that originate this disagreement. In this direction and taking into account the theoretical thermodynamic analysis presented by Matyushov et al. 10 the degree of agreement between π* theor and E T N theor parameters was explored.
Agreement between π* theor and E T N theor
The results presented in Table 2 (N=55) reveal that, although the mean difference is close to zero (bias=-0.015), the degree of agreement is not acceptable because the limits of agreement are very high (AL=-0.497/0.467). In Figure 1 , the B-A plot clearly shows the great variation of the differences although the low average discrepancy between the scales. The linear relationship among the data is poor (r=0.716). It can be observed that, in general, a) for the protic solvents (with the exception of water) the differences are close to zero (π* theor ≈ E T N theor ); b) for nonpolar solvents the differences are negative; and c) for the rest of the solvents the differences hold a wide range of values. It is worth mentioning that these results reflect differences with respect to the comparison between the published parameters.
On the one hand, the major positive differences (π* theor >> E T N theor ) are exhibited by aromatic solvents [benzonitrile (16) , nitrobenzene (15) , pyridine (17) ], by highly polar non-protic solvents [nitroethane (35), NMP (42), DMA (41)], and also by the protic solvent H 2 O (it can be pointed out that these differences are lower than those observed between the published values). On the other hand, the major negative differences (π* theor << E T N theor ) are exhibited by the halogenated solvents CCl 4 (18) and CHCl 3 (19) and also by the n-hexane (2), n-pentane (1), n-decane (5), and n-heptane (3) non-polar solvents.
According to the theoretical calculations of the solvent shifts of 4-nitroanisole and betaine-30 dissected into the contributions from inductions (ind), permanent dipole interactions (perm), and dispersion forces (disp) reported by Matyushov et al 10 As it is known, the two reference indicators are very different in size and they are expected to be differently sensitive to dispersion forces increasing with solute size. 15, 16 At this point and in order to advance in the comparison of both scales it is now of interest to mention the degree of agreement between the experimental and the theoretical property values quantified through each one of the scales.
Agreement between E T N and E T N theor
The results (N=55) show that (a) the average of the differences is close to zero (bias=0.069); and (b) the limits of agreement are high as a consequence of the fact that the standard deviation is high. These data reveal that, in this comparison, the published/experimental E T N values do not agree with the theoretical ones. Moreover, there is no linear correlation (r=0.562) between the experimental and theoretical parameters. As can be seen in Table 1 and Figure 1 , the E T N values corresponding to the protic solvents (45-55) are markedly higher than the E T N theor ones. As it is well known the E T (30) parameter includes specific solvent acidity effects whereas the predicted E T (30) theor seeks for to minimize the contamination by H-bonding. In particular, the solvents whose positive differences are outside the agreement limits are H 2 O (55), n-hexanol (50), npentanol (49) and n-butanol (48). As can be seen in Matyushov et al.´s data, 10 the contribution of the nonspecific interactions is dominated by the permanent dipole forces in the case of (55) [E T N theor : perm>disp>ind], and directed by the dispersion forces in the case of solvents (50), (49), N theor : disp>perm>ind]. An analysis that includes the nonspecific solute/solvent contributions to E T (30) has been presented. 17 Taking into account what is stated above, the B-A approach was applied excluding the protic solvents (N=44). The results (Table 2, Figure 1) show that the degree of agreement between the E T N and E T N theor parameters is improved (bias=−0.044; LA=−0.208/0.199), the linear correlation (r=0.586) being poor. Moreover, when the solvents whose differences are outside or close to the agreement limits [nitroethane (35), 1,2-dichloroethane (22), pyridine (17) , iodobenzene (11), BuOAc (31) and propionitrile (33)] are also excluded (N=38), the B-A results reveal that there is agreement between the theoretical and the experimental parameters: the bias is close to zero (−0.0086) and the agreement limits (−0.117/0.099) are acceptable. On the other hand, the linear correlation between them is strongly improved (r=0.924).
In connection with this, it is again clearly reflected that there exists real contamination of the E T (30) parameter with the specific effects. On the other hand, regarding the nonprotic excluded solvents, in the Matyushov´s data referred to the participation of the different solvation interactions in the overall solvent effects, it can be observed that: (a) For the polar nonprotic solvent nitroethane (35) . A similar observation can be made regarding iodobenzene. In order to continue this comparison study and taking into account that the 4-nitroanisole is only one of the solutes used in the quantification of the KAT dipolarity-polarizability scale, similar analyses were carried out with the published, experimental and theoretical parameters.
Agreement between π* and π* exp
The results obtained by the application of the B-A method to the data reported in Table 1 (the data corresponding to π* exp values for protic solvents have not been reported) indicate that an acceptable degree of agreement exists between the published and the experimental property values (bias=0.023; AL=-0.069/0.115; N=40) although the plot in Figure 1 reveals that the differences for CHCl 3 (19) and nitrobenzene (15) are clearly outside the agreement limits. When these two solvents are excluded the convergence is excellent (bias=0.024; AL=-0.049/0.098; N=38). In addition, the linear correlation is very good.
In this context and taking into account that the published π* values are those most frequently used by chemists, the comparative study goes on involving the published KAT scale values. However, caution should be taken in this comparison with the two solvents cited above and also with the protic solvents.
Agreement between π* and π* theor
The results (Table 2 and Finally and in view that in all cases the published π* values are higher than the theoretical ones, an attempt was made to adjust them by the subtraction of the corresponding bias value (0.342 for N=55). Now, the comparison of the obtained data with E T N (including all the solvents) reveals that, although the bias is close to zero (-0.0146), the limits of agreement are high (-0.526/0.495). Furthermore, the degree of agreement between the investigated scales was assessed considering each type of solvent set individually (non-polar, aromatic, halogenated, polar aprotic, and protic solvents). The B-A data are presented in Table 3 . The results show that there is no agreement between the compared parameters with the exception of π* vs E T N and E T N vs E T N theor for non-polar solvents whose values compare closely (it can be pointed out that in both cases the property values are not linearly related). ( 
Conclusions
The B-A approach is a useful tool for the comparison of the two selected scales (it focuses exclusively on the differences) constituting an alternative to the correlation analysis. The B-A results allow us to make the following observations: -As it was expected, there is no agreement between π* and E T N paired values. The general tendency shows that π* > E T N (with the exception of some non-polar solvents and most of the protic ones).
-There is poor agreement between π* theor and E T N theor . Although the bias is close to zero, the AL reflect a great variation of the differences.
-When all the solvents are included in the analysis, the results show that the degree of agreement between E T N and E T N theor is not acceptable (the bias is close to zero but the AL are significant). Nevertheless, E T N compares closely with E T N theor when nitroethane, 1,2-dichloroethane, pyridine, butylacetate, iodobenzene and also the protic solvents are excluded. -The comparison of the published, experimental and theoretical KAT´s parameters shows that π* or π* exp measurements do not agree with the π* theor ones. As can be seen, in all cases the experimentally determined values are higher than the theoretically calculated ones. -When the B-A comparison approach is applied to solvents of the same type the results show that, even assessing in this way, the general trend is that there is no agreement between the compared measurements. This fact confirms that the solvent effects are consequence of a complex combination of all solute-solvent chemical interactions to molecular level. In connection with this and taking into account that, for the scales under scrutiny, the contributions of those components of the overall solvent effect due to induction, permanent dipoles and dispersion forces were evaluated, 9 a new perspective could be possible by grouping the explored solvents on the basis of their most relevant individual contribution. The results presented here are good evidence of the fact that the scales involved in this analysis are dependent on the type of probe and method used to develop each scale. This fact means that, in the first instance, solute-independent parameters could not be experimentally determined in this way, using solvatochromic probe molecules of different molecular structure. Nevertheless, it is a quite a useful analysis tool since it facilitates the extraction of information on the `medium effects´.
Experimental Section
General Procedures. The data treatment was carried out using the GraphPad Prism Version 4.0.
